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THE BIG PICTURE CONTEXT
The STAR ALLIANCE Good Will Wisdom Documents offer a unique
opportunity — potentially to everyone on Earth — to participate in learning,
declaring, and practicing all Our Highest Civic Ideals.
These are values and principles rooted in natural law, one could say: for
healthier, happier, more positive and sustainable living relationships,
communities, and societies at every level of social organization — from the
most intimate to the most global.
The STAR ALLIANCE Star Citizen™ documents have been carefully
developed over a span of thirty years. They are offered to all people in a
benevolent civic spirit to serve as instruments of education, inspiration,
mutual commitment, sharing, and refreshment for positive qualities of life.
With promotion, we feel, to any significant percentage of a given
population, we predict measurable, corresponding improvements in
behavior and social atmosphere.
In an age of global threats like tech-driven wars, catastrophic climate
change, terrorist incidents, and even Nuclear Winter — it is important that
We the People conduct a global movement for positive values that
transcend religious, racial, cultural, and national differences and interests.
Progress towards universal friendship for these ideals is a movement that
invites everyone’s participation — and needless to say in today’s world, the
sooner the better.
Our working theories are derived from observation and common sense.
We feel that the same Good Will and Wisdom Principles of healthy,
sustainable relationship apply at every level of social organization — from
the most intimate to the most comprehensive.
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Importantly, our STAR ALLIANCE civic approach to values instruction is
tax-supportable, and can be implemented in schools, prisons, and other
publicly-underwritten projects with comprehensive reach.
Educational systems can be set up so everyone will have the opportunity
— and even requirement — of learning these values early in life.
With this, every individual can also be the beneficiary of best chances for a
positive social atmosphere everywhere s/he goes.
Reading the STAR ALLIANCE documents for the first time, or after an
interval, can be an inspiring, even life-changing experience. It can fill a
person with refreshing hope and provide much guidance for a better life.
But — there is a Triple Threat to this vision (and life in general), and it
applies to everyone.

THE UNIVERSAL TRIPLE THREAT
The Universal Triple Threat is simple and fairly-well irrefutable:
There are many Actors, many Ways, and many Times for things to go
haywire, as we used to say, in one way or another. That is: to go
mistakenly, wrong, or less than fully favorable to all parties.
1) Actors. Obviously, in the complex web of relationships and activities
that make up our daily lives and societies, there are many people and
other actors capable of making mistakes. These include families,
groups, communities large and small, including companies and
corporations, human-designed social systems; and increasingly:
machines.
2) There are many ways for mistakes to be made — for things to break
down in one way or another. More often than not, breakdowns happen
accidentally or through passive neglect. It is our observation that
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although it can easily seem otherwise; only occasionally, that is to say,
a small fraction of the time: are breakdowns actually intentional or on
purpose. When they are, however, the damaging results are especially
toxic.
3) Then, there are many times or occasions for mistakes to be made, or
simply for conflicts to arise based on differing interests, regardless of
accidental “mis-takes.”
In view of all this, it is extremely important to realize the obvious: that not
everyone is yet knowledgeable and committed to Our Highest Civic Ideals!
And even if they were, more or less, someday (Oh dream!) — no one can
be perfect in every practical situation and application throughout life. On
the contrary; as the old saying goes: Nobody is perfect.
We can all encounter a variety of difficulties and deficiencies, growing up
and as we go along, and also we can all get lazy in different ways. All this
easily leads to breakdowns of one type or another. It takes tremendous
vigilance even to approach observing all the ideals required for sustainable
relationships (and do so at all times) — even in only one close relationship!
Therefore, it is imperative for the young, the inexperienced, and the
otherwise naive and vulnerable at any age — most especially (ironically)
those predisposed to greater good will and giving — to toughen up their
mental muscles of healthy caution, skepticism, and wise defense — even
as their minds and spirits soar with legitimate hopes, dreams, and
inspirations for better lives and societies.
Life can and will get much easier and better, fortunately — with much less
unnecessary suffering and stress — the more each of us learns, practices,
and enjoys it while doing our best part to grow healthier relationships,
communities, and environments in harmony with all Our Highest Civic
Ideals.
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That is good news indeed. And that is why we at STAR ALLIANCE are
specializing in this civic approach to social change and improvement.
Values influence everything people do, the decisions they make, and the
attitudes they hold. By concentrating our STAR ALLIANCE efforts on
improving and reinforcing positive values for all people — the responsibility
for what happens in society will will be more safely and fairly dispersed or
de-centralized.
Countless positive direct and indirect ripple effects, sourced from countless
individuals, will be created that could never be effected from central
leadership alone.

MURPHY’S LAW
Many people consider Murphy’s Law merely a joke. It states:
If anything can go wrong, it will go wrong.
Murphy’s Law is blunt on purpose to make its point. (Sic!) However, it is
logically consistent, and experience also shows that if one waits long
enough, it will eventually prove itself true. The law also achieves more than
a bit of saving humor, just by being so blunt.
Major Edward A. Murphy, Jr. was a highly practical man — an
accomplished aerospace mechanic. He wanted mechanisms and people
not to go wrong. So he did his best to design good safety systems, backups, and training. His job was about prevention as well as creating
automatic correction and back-up mechanisms.
Major Murphy has been quoted as saying (And we believe it.):
I never wanted to discourage people about life. I only wanted to prepare
them!
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In other words, we must think defensively. We must do this not only to
protect from conscious ill intentions on the part of others (which source
only a tiny fraction of total problems in the world); but from our own lack of
vigilance, and to protect from the vast majority of fairly innocent mistakes
born of ignorance, fatigue, inattention, laziness, mild levels of greed (not to
mention clearly egregious ones) and the sheer complexities of life.
As the cute quip goes: Never unexpect the unexpected!
By giving due respect to Murphy’s Law — which is a lot of respect at all
times — yet by still not getting discouraged about life; one can avoid much
unnecessary suffering for self and others; and one can contribute
importantly to better, more successful, happier relationships and societies.

GOOD WILL, PEACE, CONFLICT, & INTEGRITY
The famous philosopher Immanuel Kant asserted to the effect:
There is nothing in the world, or even outside of it, that can be said to be
good without exception — except: a good will.
In other words, the intention for good is the purest and most universal form
of good.
A modern civic adaptation of an ancient concept is:
All things work together for good — for those who intend to do good.
Good will, necessarily, comes before sustainable peace. We can say this
because its opposite, ill will, is the desire to harm, and that would obviously
preclude a lasting state of peace.
A certain level of conflict is an inevitable part of life. There are just too
many competing interests to avoid conflicts entirely. It is best to accept this
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reality while trying our best not to sell out and let conflicts go on and on
unresolved.
Conflicts large and small can serve as engines of growth and improvement
— if they are handled well on all sides. Facing up to conflicts and
resolving them fairly creates durable security and much better qualities of
life for all the people involved and the larger society. But it takes active
good will and participation from both or all sides to accomplish this.
Part of the skill of preventing conflicts when possible — and transforming
them when they do arise — is to maintain or quickly recover a good will:
that is: a wish for good outcomes.
Integrity, of course, is also required. Communication and cooperation
depend on truth and followthrough on promises made, or they quickly
become exercises in dysfunction.
People may not be capable of much integrity when they are injured
severely (and/or repeatedly, which creates severe injury if not already
present.)
As a result, it can be argued that good will comes first in the order of social
priorities to effect good healing and transformation, even before the
obvious importance of integrity.
An active good will in the social climate allows a certain psychological
space for people to BE good and behave well, and more quickly to get
better after one or more severe injuries.
We can train and habituate ourselves to maintaining a good will towards
others while still remaining wise, alert, and adequately self-defensive.
Virtually no one can (or even should) maintain a perfect good mood at all
times and under all circumstances. Ill will, or at least righteous indignation,
occasionally has its value. As a great philosopher once said succinctly:
Negative on the negative is positive!
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But the habit of cherishing good will, or wishing for good outcomes — even
when gritty determination is required, and we don’t feel good at all about
the unresolved situation — is much preferable (and usually, ultimately:
more practical) to the habit of cherishing ill will — whether consciously or
unconsciously. The latter also tends to make us expect the worst of others
and to impute ill coming from them where there may have been none at all.

Good will is also highly practical and mutually helpful in that it is very
difficult for another to maintain anger in the face of a genuine wish and
expression of support for their lasting welfare!
In this way, good will is a very powerful form of defense.
Obviously, our society is not yet regularly enlightened enough to realize
this. You can be a leader in practicing and promoting this idea.
All in all: Living with greater good will — and growing in integrity ourselves,
in preference to cherishing ill will, or hating — is a much better, safer, more
efficient, helpful, socially evolutionary, and pleasant way to live.

BALANCING THE CO-EXISTENCE OF OPPOSITE VALUES
As we have already indicated, a balance of good will and wise
defensiveness is necessary. In fact, they can help each other.
We can call this balance a subset of the a more general principle:
The Co-existence of Opposite Values.
Developed intelligence has the capacity to integrate and harmonize
seemingly opposite values (or at least widely different ones.)
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Pairs like Freedom and Responsibility; Trust and Caution; Flexibility and
Consistency; which seem to be polar opposites on the surface, must each
be employed to achieve sustainability in any healthy, whole social system.
As a concrete, visible, personal, and universal human example: Where
would the freedom of the fingers be if they weren’t also reliably responsible
to the very source of their freedom — the nourishment and support they
get to function properly — from and within the greater hand and body?
Awareness of this unique principle: that developed intelligence requires a
balancing of opposite values (and complementary ones) — helps us
understand and unpack many a riddle in the quest for practical success in
peace, love, and life.
Maintaining balance is also a key technique for preventing conflicts or
keeping them at very low levels. Balance in the application of opposite
values helps us avoid a lot of unnecessary and debilitating stress, waste,
resentment, and alienation.
Conflicts generated by the Triple Threat we have described here are
complicated by differing interests among the different stakeholders;
differing levels of education and competence in peaceful relationships —
not to mention differing levels of power and know-how in the specific
matters at hand. These differences in preparation, potentials, and power
are all part of what we need to prepare for generally — to guard against,
resolve, and transform as efficiently and pleasantly as possible — aiming
best at an ultimate social ideal: lasting benefits for all. (Remember the
hand! The success of each finger is the success of the entire hand. It’s the
same in society with common benefits: just a much higher level of
complexity.)
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DISCLAIMER OF PERFECTION
We at the STAR ALLIANCE — GOOD WILL EDUCATION FOUNDATION
FOR ALL — try our best to uphold the ideals we stand for. But for our
friends, our best is none too good. Furthermore, we feel a duty to
everyone: Publicly to disclaim any claim to perfection!
Again: No one is perfect. And those who have sustained serious injuries
may have a particularly hard time living with integrity: not only in the sense
of honesty and transparency, but in the sense of keeping all our promises,
and living up to our own ideal standards.
The founders, volunteers, citizen-signers, official signers and supporters,
celebrity stars, and others associated with the original STAR ALLIANCE
are certainly no exception when it comes to perfection. Our organization
has been compelled to operate without proper funding for many years due
to accumulated injuries, and circumstances and actions (or inactions) of
many others, as well as our own shortcomings.
All this has occurred in the context of a largely unfair legal and economic
system. So there are many things we have wanted to do and ideally
should have done (or ideally would be doing now) that have not yet gotten
done.
We apologize for our part in these collective failings!
We sincerely regret any damage or disappointment that may have ensued
to anyone by our lack of response-ability — the ability to respond — over
many years now. Speaking from the core of our organization, and to the
best of our ability: these failings were never from active intention on our
part. And we live sincerely in hope of overcoming them, and invite your
good will and support to do so, for the benefit of all.
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ALCOHOL & DRUGS
This is an area where the uninitiated, untrained, and unwise can really get
hurt. Perhaps obviously, but often in insidious ways: Alcohol and drugs
can take a very heavy toll on users and the many people they influence
directly and indirectly. These substances generally reduce clarity of
thinking, sensitivity to others, appropriate decision-making, effective action,
and of course: the ability to communicate and respond clearly and
appropriately. Mind-altering substances often allow people to think to
themselves — and to talk and act — with a semblance of normality that
can deceive users and observers alike. Either one can think that
everything is OK when it just is not.
People must take great care to avoid serious discussions, actions, and
endangerment: Both when under-the-influence themselves; and when
interacting with (or potentially falling victim to) the influence of people who
are under the influence!
Leave your skepticism on high whenever you know, or even suspect, that
someone might be under the influence. To be safe: try very hard not to
take their pronouncements and promises seriously at that particular time.
Things may sound normal at the moment — perhaps at some level they
may even be OK — but the next day, those who were under the influence
may hardly remember what was discussed and promised with great
sincerity at the time. At the very least, many important details may be lost.
At worst, there will be a complete functional blackout.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT FRESH FOOD
In general: Please be careful about what you take into your body and mind,
not only in respect of substances per se; but also in the quality of daily
food and drink, whether alcoholic or not. Think fresh, fresh, fresh!
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Please note a particular point, which may seem counter-intuitive to many,
but in our opinion needs to be discussed anyway, and further researched.
That is: To appreciate the difference between fresh milk on the one hand,
and cheese and other food products which have been allowed to grow old
and decayed on purpose. The problem here is that in many cases, the
waste products of the so-called culture build up in the food mixture,
sometimes to an extreme degree, resulting in some interesting smells, for
example, to say the least! Along with any positive effects, it stands to
reason that very negative ones can be created, too, influencing both body
and mind. Again, when it comes to healthiest food, try to think fresh, fresh,
fresh.

ECONOMIC DISCRIMINATION
vs.
EQUALITY BEFORE THE LAW
We wish to draw particular attention to a pervasive, systemic social
weakness that needs to be more widely understood, and corrected as
soon as possible, that is: Economic Discrimination Before the Law.
The law is supposed to be the great equalizer. In theory, it is there to
protect everyone in democratic societies. But when money allows one
economic class the privilege of skilled legal representation — the ability to
negotiate complex laws effectively in civil as well as criminal matters —
and when simple lack of funds to purchase the necessary skills ends up
denying this representation; when money is the only real difference, and
not the merits of a case; that is a major social problem. Sooner or later,
this problem will affect everyone, and we believe in our case, it already
has.
The opposite and ideal goal should be Economic Equality Before the Law.
Not that everyone would be at the same economic level in life. But when it
comes to negotiating legal procedures and enjoying their protections, in
that way at least: All people should be equal.
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To effect this broad ideal, and for all society to enjoy the benefits via
countless individual cases which would collectively improve the entire
social and economic fabric to an enormous degree: There should be A
Universal Right to Civil Counsel.
Even with incremental progress towards this ideal, the self-correcting
nature of evolutionary, business and social systems will start functioning
much better. Justice will prevail where in the past it has faltered, damages
will decrease, and the higher interests of all society will start to thrive.
Meanwhile a renewed, lasting, and expanding commitment to Our Highest
Civic Ideals — in a growing population of STAR ALLIANCE foundation
members — will be good for all of society, too, and unlock the resources
need to provide better legal guarantees. Star Citizens, or Citizen-Stars:
Those who do their best to learn and practice all our Highest Civic Ideals,
are automatically working for a better, safer, and happier society for all.
Try your best, of course, to follow the law. But also be alert and aware of
the law’s limitations as well as its protections for you. The law evolves over
time and can change significantly. And it can be very different in different
geographic areas.
Just because something is legal does not mean that it is wise or morally
correct. And everything that is wise or morally correct is not necessarily yet
enshrined in the law.
You may have legal rights you are unaware of. Check up on these rights
carefully. When in doubt, seek legal knowledge: perhaps starting for free
over the Internet, or via professional legal counsel if you can afford it.
Know that there is a huge practical difference, when the chips are down,
between informal free legal advice on the one hand, and on the other:
Actual, focused and responsible legal representation.
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With legal representation, a trained lawyer is contracted and obligated to
guide you, and write for you, and speak for you; in either defense or
prosecution; when you may have a very hard time doing this effectively for
yourself. The lawyer will be aware of technical procedures and deadlines
that can otherwise, too easily, be intimidating or functionally overwhelming
when you are untrained and already in a state of injury and need for
recovery.
Realize that some laws are poorly written, conflict, or may still be absent.
That is why lawmakers are continually making new laws; and there is an
ongoing need to simplify and integrate laws. (Some pioneers are already
researching the application of Artificial Intelligence to this good purpose.)
If you see something that seems clearly unjust, report it promptly to some
authority, preferably in writing. If something bad seems to be happening to
you (whether suddenly or over a period of time) start taking notes
recording your point of view, with dates and times and descriptions of
events as they happen. You can always file away some record and never
have to use it. But memories of important, undocumented details may
soon fade or alter, contributing to added complexity, confusion, and
unhealthy, unresolved conflict/s.
A stitch in time saves nine.

CONCLUSIONS
By this writing, we are hoping, at least partially, to fulfill our duty to warn the
young, the innocent, and the inexperienced — the naive and vulnerable at
any age — of certain broad categories of pitfalls. To do best, we must
remain wisely defensive against these pitfalls, while still reaching for our
Highest Civic Ideals.
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In no way is this warning complete, but it may surely be, for many, a good
start — so much better than nothing! We hope it will encourage you to
think for yourself.
In general: BE CAREFUL about extending full or even partial trust to those
you do not yet know and have good reason to trust to a reasonable
degree. Be wisely cautious without losing your humility and openness to
new knowledge and the input of others. Avoid overconfidence while
working through unknown situations. Don’t let anyone bully or plead or
even inspire you into betraying your own health and well-being by getting
grossly overtired, for example, while helping them meet their special needs
— even in the name of righteousness and love!
Be willing to stand up, say, and do something — nonviolently — against
things that are wrong at any level of society. Again, as spoken once by the
late, great Maharishi Mahesh Yogi: Negative on the negative is positive!
Rest deeply, and as peacefully as possible, on a regular basis. This is not
only important, it is crucial! Rest consciously as well as unconsciously.*
When you come to engage in decision-making and actions in the world,
keep vigilant and alert to those who may be ignorant of the ideals, values,
and principles we declare together as the original STAR ALLIANCE.
Read and take heart, too, from the great UNITED NATIONS Human Rights
Documents.
Remember: there may be many who are subject to economic, social,
situational, and personal forces working against the positive principles we
declare.
Be alert to your own unique vulnerabilities, and to the tendency in yourself
and others (consciously or unconsciously) to “cherry pick,” that is: Choose
selectively, from the declared StarPoint™ values. It is possible, and often
naturally tempting, to choose only those ideals from the complete set that
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are convenient and advantageous to you at a given time while
conveniently ignoring the rest.
But in the end, all the values are important for sustainable relationships
and quality of life. No one value — or subset of them — should be used,
like a club or a gun, to annihilate other key values important to a whole,
healthy individual, family, group, and society.
***
Due to the Universal Triple Threat we have described, life will surely
continue to be plenty challenging enough — even if and when everyone is
educated and committed to the full set of our Our Highest Civic Ideals.
There will always be plenty of ways for things to break down from the
ideals and become, at the very least, interesting!
All in all: try habitually to be wise and wary of potential dangers, while
simultaneously keeping a good will and good cheer as much as possible.
We invite each reader and member of society to join in this great endeavor:
to play our best parts in establishing awareness, learning, and competence
for practicing positive peace principles as sincerely and consistently as
possible.
The more you can learn and share STAR ALLIANCE values with others —
from friends and family, to teachers; local, national, and international
leaders; and at work; the more positive the accumulating effects will be.
You will help create them, and you yourself will benefit from the better
social atmospheres created. It will really pay you to help spread the word
for our Highest Civic Ideals.
And here’s one more more tip: An important source of solace, support,
nourishment, and healing in this universal quest — with all its challenges
and dangers — is that you (and in theory, everyone) can enjoy daily the
deep, benevolent rest and wonderful benefits of transcendental
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consciousness. This is a level of awareness and life which resides within,
and by its very nature is experienced beyond all relative differences and
boundaries.*
With this knowledge and experience — combined with all our declared
principles — and the commitment and efforts of many others in society —
we can take much legitimate hope for realizing soon safer, better, and
much more pleasant societies at every level of life, from family to globe,
and soon beyond.
Things can and surely will get radically better as more and more people
become aware, educated, and committed to being and doing their
individual best — as we each reach, and reach together — towards truth,
beauty, and goodness every day; sharing and practicing with love and
resolve:
ALL OUR HIGHEST CIVIC IDEALS!
*********

[Please see the latest proposed STAR ALLIANCE Declaration & Pledge Sets for these
Highest Civic Ideals, posted at our website, STARALLIANCE.org, on the page:
Good Will Wisdom Documents Offered for All.]
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_________________
* A simple, practical method, easy for anyone to learn and practice, provides healthy deep
conscious rest, stress reduction, and mental development via transcending. The
Transcendental Meditation® technique is available, separately and independently, ℅
www.tm.org.
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